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A major conclusion of this effort was that the application of SQUID arrays to imaging of cardiac activity is medically relevant because about 4% of the population could benefit from clinical evaluations based on a biomagnetic heartimaging system (BHIS), In addition, magnetic signal strengths from currents in the heart are typically 1000 times larger than those from the brain, making the cardiac application less susceptible to environmental magnetic disturbances.
Thus, our primary focus is to develop clinical applications for heart imaging, while imaging of the brain and other biological functions are of secondary In summary, we have characterized the medical need, fabrication issues, and computational problems associated with development of a BHIS for clinical applications. Future efforts in this area could include data handling and analysis using an imaging array that BTi is installing at UCSF. We could also develop new signal processing algorithms and displays using data from existing human brain measurements available to LLNL. Our long range goal of developing a clinical BHIS system still remains.
